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The Mind Map Book: How to Use Radiant Thinking to Maximize Your Brain's Untapped Potential [Tony Buzan, Barry
Buzan] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER The
potential of the human brain is phenomenal, and Tony Buzan has been a pioneer in researching that potential and
helping people learn how to make the most of their brainpower.

This book will teach you everything that you need to know about MindMapping and MindMaps. I spared no
effort in creating the latest information and compiling it into one jammed-packed book that will take you from
A to Z in regards to MindMapping, Getting Productive, Gaining Clarity And Planning. Its the best compilation
of information on this topic that you will find Anywhere! How Mind Maps help you to utilize more of your
brain. How Mind Maps mimic the way your brain actually processes information. How youll actually become
smarter when using Mind Maps. How to Mind Map by hand or with a computer. How Mind Maps can help
overcome information overload How to save study time and learn faster. Critical thinking and brainstorming
with Mind Maps. Mind Mapping your day: Get more done in less time. Project Management and Mind Maps.
Top 10 Mind Mapping techniques. But the author was capable of presenting advanced techniques in an
extremely easy to understand language. My opinion on this e-book is, if you do not have this e-book in your
collection, your collection is incomplete. I have no regrets for purchasing this. Levels Of Mind Map
Knowledge Last Updated on Fri, 27 Sep Radiant Thinking Regardless of your level of knowledge concerning
Mind Maps , your initial approach should be to browse through the book fairly rapidly, scanning its structure,
observing those areas that will be of particular interest to you, and formulating your initial goals. If you are a
beginner, meaning that you have had either no experience with Mind Maps or only the slightest acquaintance,
continue by reading The Mind Map Book as a study text. For a succinct summary of how to approach this, see
If you are an intermediate, meaning that you have some knowledge of Mind Maps and have started some form
of basic application, once again use the study technique. Try to perfect your technique in the light of this book,
as well as pursuing your specific goals from the Mind Map Menu in Division 5 Uses. If you are advanced,
meaning that you have considerable experience with Mind Maps, you are advised to concentrate more on the
first three divisions, focusing on those areas where either you need more You will therefore progress at a pace
and rhythm particularly suited to you. In the light of this, it is important that you measure yourself primarily
against yourself. The examples contained within The Mind Map Book should be used not as standards that
must be attained but as beacons to guide you towards your goal. When you have completed The Mind Map
Book we recommend that you read it again rapidly. Examples of selfanalysis mind maps Last Updated on Fri,
01 May Radiant Thinking The first example on page top is a Mind Map created by a chief executive in a
multinational corporation who originally wished to analyse his life in relation to his business activities.
However, as the Mind Map increasingly revealed his feelings, it began to reflect all the major elements in his
life. He subsequently explained that, before the Mind Mapping self-analysis, he had assumed his business to
be his prime concern. But, through Mind Mapping, he realised that his family was the true foundation of his
life. As a result he transformed his relationship with his wife, children and other relatives, and adjusted his
schedule to reflect his true priorities. I Predictably enough, his health and his mental state improved
enormously, I his family became much closer and more loving, and his business improved It dramatically as it
began to reflect his new positive outlook. II who was considering a change of career and personal direction.
She did the Mind Map in order to see who she Using mind maps to prepare a presentation Last Updated on
Fri, 27 Sep Radiant Thinking So preparing business presentations is almost identical to preparing examination
or essay Mind Maps see Chapter It also bears many similarities to self-analysis and problem solving Mind
Mapping see Chapters 18 and Having drawn your central image, the first step is to do a quick-fire Mind Map
burst of any ideas that come to mind which are in any way connected to the topic you have chosen. Look again
at your quick-fire Mind Map, organise your main branches and sub-branches, and fill in any other key words
that come to mind. Look at your Mind Map again and pare it down even further, getting rid of all extraneous
material. At this stage you should also put in codes to indicate where youwish to insert slides, videos,
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particular cross-references, examples, and so on. This selection immediately creates a new display on which
you enter the key word for your new Mind Map. Once this key word, your central image, is entered, the
computer automatically draws, colours and positions your central Mind Map image in the middle of the
screen. In exactly the same way as you do with a standard Mind Map, you add your main themes and
branches, each main branch being simply identified as a key word entry in your computer. All sub-branches
are automatically positioned and coloured, each sub-branch inheriting the colour of the main theme. In its
creative stage, Mind Mapping encourages you to get information down with ease and flow and not to worry
too much about precise structure and the correct placement of ideas. The new Computer Mind Mapping
provides an excellent separation of the creative and editing parts of the process. Once created, branches can be
Benefits of mind maps for meetings Last Updated on Fri, 27 Sep Radiant Thinking J Including all individual
contributions on the Mind Map increases energy, enthusiasm and co-operation within the group. Because
Mind Maps are such an efficient means of communication, Mind Map meetings usually take about one-fifth of
the time taken by traditional meetings. In this way the elected scribe can register every contribution and place
it within the overall structure of the meeting. A group Mind Map can incorporate both brain storming and
planning. The meeting concerned the continuance of Brocket Hall as an international centre for Mind Sports
and also as the venue for a series of other A particular advantage of using Mind Maps in meetings is that the
Mind Map gives a clearer and more balanced picture of the true content of the meeting. Research shows that in
traditional meetings preference is given either to those who speak first, last, loudest, with particular accents,
with a higher level of vocabulary, or with a greater position of authority. The Mind Map cuts A mind map
consists of a central word or concept, around which you draw 5 to 10 main ideas that relate to that word or
concept. Then you take each of those words and draw 5 to 10 main ideas that relate to each of those words.
New ideas can be placed in the right place and the map encourages the reduction of each idea to a single word.
A mind map is a way to organize your thoughts or ideas around a major theme or subject, and assist you in
making brain linkages and connections for better recall later. Research by Tony Buzan on note taking revealed
that out of the various methods of learning after a In the process, you will have an opportunity to apply all the
Mind Mapp ing techniques you have learnt so far, as well as a few new ones. The Mind Mapper starts with a
central image that expresses the concept of happiness. This image needs to incorporate dimension and at least
three colours. This is placed on the left side of the Mind Map, again enlarged, again attached to the central
image by a thick line. Giving a mind mapped presentation Last Updated on Fri, 27 Sep Radiant Thinking In
contrast to linear notes, a Mind Map gives the speaker freedom and flexibility opposite Natural Architecture
Plate 28 If the audience has particular needs or questions that arise, either before or during the speech, you can
immediately link them into the Mind Map. Equally, if the time available for your presentation suddenly
expands or shrinks, you can edit quickly and easily. The flexibility of a Mind Map allows you to monitor your
progress easily and to accelerate or expand your presentation accordingly. Exactly timed performances are
impressive in themselves as well courteous to other speakers and the audience. Benefits of teaching with mind
maps Last Updated on Fri, 27 Sep Radiant Thinking T Because Mind Maps present only relevant material in a
clear and memorable form, the students tend to get better marks in examinations. Mind Maps show not just the
facts but the relationships between those facts, thus giving the students a deeper understanding of the subject.
The family mind mapping study day Last Updated on Tue, 29 Dec Radiant Thinking Using this type of study
plan and well-organised Mind Map notes, the content of a whole book can be communicated to members of
the group in 30 minutes-1 hour The study day is designed to give each member of the family over two hours
of study time on an individual book. Thus in a family of four, four books can be read, Mind Mapped,
understood and exchanged in a day 3 Mind Map your existing knowledge of the subject, your goals and
objectives and the questions you want to answer 20 minutes. Take a quick overview of your book, looking at
the contents, major headings, and so on. Then put in the major branches on the group Mind Map 15 minutes.
Preview the book, looking at the material in more detail, and continue building your Mind Map 15 minutes.
Examples Of Management Mind Maps Last Updated on Sun, 29 May Radiant Thinking 2 comments Mind
Maps can be used to structure an entire organisation, to act as a stabilising vision for the organisation, and to
explain the organisation to others. Six, Vice-President of Interpolis, a Dutch insurance company. In both
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structuring and explaining his organisation to others, Six considered organisation roots co-operation
acquisitions sales and reorganisation. The Mind Map is a major tool in marketing. He planned to use as his
subject a single-image Master Mind Map which incorporated everything he had learnt on his course as well as
his own interpretations and extrapolations. Among the concepts he wished to include were Mind Map by
Claudius Borer showing how application of basic principles the roots will lead to appropriate fruits See page
Mind Map by Claudius Borer showing how application of basic principles the roots will lead to appropriate
fruits See page Mind mapping for examinations Last Updated on Fri, 27 Sep Radiant Thinking Having taken
Mind Map notes throughout your course of study, and having reviewed your Mind Maps at the recommended
intervals, you should be more than ready for the examination. All you need to translate your excellent
knowledge into excellent performance is the correct approach. The first step is to read the examination paper
fully, selecting the questions you choose to answer, noting in mini-Mind Maps any thoughts that immediately
spring to mind on reading the questions, t Next, you have to decide in what order you are going to answer the
questions, and how much time you will devote to each, t Resisting the temptation to start answering the first
question in detail straight away, do quick-fire Mind Map bursts on all the questions you intend to answer. By
following this procedure, you enable your mind to explore, throughout the examination, the ramifications of
all the questions regardless of the particular question you are answering at any given time. Examples of group
mind maps in action Last Updated on Thu, 12 May Radiant Thinking 1 comment In recent years the group
Mind Mapp ing method has been used very successfully by families, schools, universities and multinational
companies. A Boeing Aircraft engineering manual was condensed into a foot long Mind Map, to enable a team
of senior aeronautical engineers to learn in a few weeks what had previously taken a few years. The result was
an estimated saving of 11 million. See page bottom. Applications of mind maps in teaching Last Updated on
Mon, 10 Sep Radiant Thinking 1 comment Apart from familiarising his or her students with the theory and
practice for Mind Mapping , the teacher can use Mind Maps in a number of practical ways to make teaching
and learning easier and more enjoyable. One of the most powerful ways to use Mind Maps is as lecture notes.
Preparing a lecture in Mind Map form is much faster than writing it out and has the big advantage of allowing
the lecturer and the student to keep an overview of the whole subject at all times. A Mind Mapped lecture is
easy to update from year to year without becoming messy and its mnemonic qualities mean that a brief
overview before the lecture quickly brings the topic right back into focus. This avoids the tedium As a
framework for lecturing, a Mind Map enables the speaker to hold a perfect balance between a spontaneously
spoken and fresh talk, on the one hand, and a clear and Rationale Of The Mind Map Recommendations Last
Updated on Fri, 27 Sep Radiant Thinking The Mind Map recommendations are designed to help you
implement laws, to release the flow of your thoughts, and to provide the best poss environment for your brain
and body. Should you come up against a temporary block, simply add a line or lines to your on-going Mind
Map. Example of a mind mapped presentation Last Updated on Wed, 04 May Radiant Thinking 1 comment
The Mind Map on page forms the basis of a presentation on the predictions of John Naisbitt, the futurist. The
central image is a picture of Naisbitt and the arrow from the top of his head represents his vision of the future,
from to the year The ten numbered branches correspond to the ten major areas of change predicted by Naisbitt
over this time span. In summary, Naisbitt predicts that the economy will become information-based and global
that the world will experience another renaissance in the arts, literature and spirituality that the major cities
will decline as centres of commerce that socialism in the form of state welfare will disappear that English will
become the global language that the media will become electronic, interlinked and global that the major
business area will shift from the Atlantic to the Pacific Rim that politics will become individual and
entrepreneurial that growth in all areas will be seen as infinite and that trade will be free.
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2: Whole Mind Syntopic Reading - Mind Mapping - Radiant Thinking Blog
I think Mind Map is a wonderful invention. I have been studying my Physics lessons better because I have drawn a lot of
Mind Maps to present my theory lessons. I totally agree with the effect of Mind Map. When I draw a Mind map, I have to
read through my lessons very carefully, choose the key words.

Whole Mind Syntopic Reading Last Updated on Wed, 10 Oct Mind Mapping A widely and well read
individual is one who understands the dynamics ofall sides ofa topic, perceives broadly, and draws his or her
own conclusions. Your truth is the culmination of perspective, wisdom, and knowledge. Defined Syntopic
reading is defined as the reading of two or more books on the same subj ect. Adler considered the thinking
skills used in syntopic reading to be the ultimate goal of a well read individual. When Adler wrote his book in
, he was missing the "whole mind" approach to reading and learning, which includes PhotoReading , mind
mapping , and the theory of multiple intelligences. By adding the PhotoReading whole mind system to
syntopic reading, you have the ability to process and synthesize information at rates far beyond what were
once considered normal. Beyond the possibility of high speed information processing, whole mind syntopic
reading also offers you the opportunity to synthesize original ideas. PhotoReading graduates report that when
they use whole mind syntopic reading something exciting happens inside that connects intimately with their
own intellectual power. As a result, they reach anew level of passion for learning that generates a lifelong,
joyful relationship with the books they read. Understanding the Paradox "Unless you know what books to
read, you cannot read syntopically, but unless you can read syntopically, you do not know what books to
read," said Adler. Knowing that more than one book is relevant to a subject is the first requirement, but
knowing which books to read is the second requirement. This latter can be harder to satisfy. For example, let
us say you want to understand the meaning of various concepts of human love. With syntopic reading you
could consider the ways love manifests. Is the love between a man and a woman when they are courting the
same as it is when they marry? What about the love of a child for a pet? Or the love of a parent for a child?
The questions can go on and on. To choose between these questions, you might have to read many works
before you decide upon your focus. And then, even after you have read numerous books, you may conclude
that many of the books have nothing to do with what you wanted to pursue in the first place. That is the
paradox: Starting with Syntopic Reading 1 Establish a purpose: The first active step of syntopic reading is to
formulate an initial statement of purpose that includes a reference to something meaningful in your life. This
evolves into something even more meaningful as you progress through the steps of the syntopic reading
process. Activity is the essence of good reading. Increasing how active your reading is improves your reading
effectiveness. Establishing a clear purpose generates effective reading. When you make a statement of
purpose, help it become more meaningful by adding the words, " Which statement of purpose seems to have
more punch? Because, it has a purpose with personal meaning in your life. Meaning or relevance increases
long term retention. Lightly preview your books to determine if the books you have chosen fit your purpose.
PhotoRead your chosen books to lay the foundation for easy synthesis of the information you desire. The mind
needs incubation time to create connections. PhotoReading 24 hours in advance can make a difference in your
ability to process at high speeds. During sleep your brain finds ways to categorize information it has received
during the day. If you fail to prepare the brain adequately, you will find your ability to process thoughts and
ideas significantly slower. Test this for yourself. Try syntopic reading without PhotoReading and decide if
there is a difference in your ability to make intuitive leaps. You need a large sheet of paper, your books, and
some colored markers. Throughout the process of syntopic reading, you may find it useful to keep notes in the
form of a mind map to free your short term memory. Place your books in front of you, and in the center of the
page, in a small bubble, write your initial statement of purpose. Save enough room in the bubble to make
modifications in your purpose statement as you desire. Super read and dip to find two or more passages from
each book that you deem relevant to your purpose. In this step your purpose reigns supreme over the purpose
of the authors. The reason for holding your purpose as the guiding light is to pull out the otherwise hidden
phrases that can serve your purpose. Control your desire to read too much detail at this point. It is essential to
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use light dipping throughout the books and to restrict your reading to reveal selected passages relevant to your
purpose. You will gather clues to further serve your understanding of each book. Be aware that if you spend
too much time reading in the old manner, you are no longer syntopic reading. Keep teasing your mind so it
will behungry to respond to your later requests. You will refine your purpose statement as the complexities of
the topic become clearer. If you step back and look at your mind map, you will notice a number of important
concepts being addressed. Briefly summarize what you think about the subject so far. It helps to create neutral
terminology that removesjargon from ideas presented. Authors may have different words for saying the same
thing, and it is your task to create neutral terms of your own. Write your words around the outer edges of your
mind map. Explore the books and your mind map for similarities and differences among the various authors
viewpoints. You will notice questions that all or most of the authors address in their worksâ€”themes that they
all seem to be presenting. It is easy to get off track and start asking questions instead of finding the questions
the "experts" answer, so keep referring to your map and the books. The main benefit of discovering themes is
that you more easily maintain an open mind during your search. It reduces the chance of prejudice, which
might prevent you from noticing the points the authors find important. The result is increased understanding of
your topic. It could be possible that your own interests and questions about the topic have never been
considered by anyone else. You could tap the genius of your own creativity and contribute something new to
the world that the authors did not address. The next step is to explore opposing viewpoints between authors.
These differences are points of contention or issues. Go quickly from one book to another, finding key points
on the various issues. If you imagine yourself in a room with your authors, be an investigative reporter and ask
each author to illuminate you on the various themes or questions as he or she sees fit. Jot a note on your mind
map about the key points you find. As soon as you find an answer in one book, leave that book and start
flipping through the next one. If all of your authors agree and effectively answer every single question the
same way, one of two things is going on: In your discovery of the issues, you can formulate your own sense of
the truth. The syntopic reader looks at all sides and takes no sides. Forego comments that might be prejudicial,
and check any tendency toward overemphasis or under-emphasis. Only you can decide if you are being partial
in your argument. After gathering enough information, create your own position based on your research.
Apply what you have learned in ways that serve you. Most business people and students have fulfilled their
needs by the end of the previous step. When you syntopically read three to five books, you may find one book
worth further study. Use steps of the PhotoReading whole mind systemâ€” especially rapid readingâ€”to
accomplish your goals. Helping Your Child Learn To Read When parents help their children learn to read,
they help open the door to a new world. As a parent, you can begin an endless learning chain: You read to
your children, they develop a love of stories and poems, they want to read on their own, they practice reading,
and finally they read for their own information or pleasure. They become readers, and their world is forever
expanded and enriched.
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